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Abstract 
We apply automata-theoretic tools and some recently established compactness properties in the 
study of F-semigroups, that is, subsemigroups of free semigroups. With each F-semigroup we 
associate an F-presentation, which turns out to be finite for all finitely generated F-semigroups. 
Connections between F-presentations and ordinary presentations of semigroups are pointed out. 
It is also shown that it is undecidable whether two finitely generated F-semigroups atisfy a 
common relation in their F-presentations. 
1. Introduction 
Our goal here is to consider certain properties of subsemigroups of free semigroups, 
that is, of F-semigroups. These properties are established using automata-theoretic tools 
and these have become natural after the proof of the compacteness result of free semi- 
groups by Albert and Lawrence [l] and by Guba [7]. 
Most of the results of this paper are simple, after our approach is taken, and most 
of them are known in the literature, see e.g. [8,9, 151. We shall give here a short 
unified presentation of the topic which also reveals some interesting open problems. 
Also, we prove a new undecidability result for F-semigroups that states that there is 
no algorithm to determine whether two finitely generated F-semigroups share a relation 
in their F-presentations. 
Let A 2 Z+ be a set of words, and X a set of letters. Consider a pair (u, v) E X+ xX+ 
as an equation u = v in the variables x E X that take their values from C+, so that a 
morphism z : X+ -+ C+ is a solution of u = v if and only if LX(U) = N(V). We can then 
define the equivalence of two relations RI, R2 & X+ x Xf simply by requiring that they 
have the same solutions as systems of equations. This yields, due to the mentioned 
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F-presentations 
We begin with some general notions of semigroup presentations, see e.g. [12] for a 
more comprehensive study of these. 
Let S be a semigroup generated by a set U, and let cp :X + U be a bijection from 
an alphabet X onto U. Since X generates a free semigroup X+ the map q extends 
uniquely to a morphism cp :X+ + S onto S such that S is isomorphic to the quotient 
X+/ker(cp), where ker(cp) = {(u, u) 1 q(u) = q(u)} is the kernel of the morphism cp. If 
R CX+ x X+ is a relation such that ker(cp) is the congruence of X+ generated by R, 
then the pair (X; R) is a presentation of S in generators X and de$ning relations R. 
We denote this by writing S = (X; R)+‘. In particular, (X; ker(cp)) is a presentation of 
S. It is well known, and easy to see, that two semigroups have a common presentation 
if and only if they are isomorphic. A presentation (X; R) is jinite, if both the generator 
set X and the set R of defining relations are finite. 
We mention at this point the general algebraic fact that two relations RI, R2 cXf x 
X+ generate the same congruence if and only if for all morphisms /3 : X+ + S into 
an arbitrary semigroup, one has 
RI C ker(/?) @ RZ 2 ker@). (1) 
A subset A C Zf generates a subsemigroup A+ of Z+, and conversely, each sub- 
semigroup of Z+ is of this form. We say that a semigroup S is an F-semigroup, if it 
is a subsemigroup of a free semigroup C +. It is well know that for all F-semigroups 
A+ the set W(A) = A+ \ (A+)’ IS the unique minimal generating set for A+, that is, 
.%?(A)+ =A+ and 
‘dC: Ccc@(A) =+ C+cA+, 
where c denotes the proper inclusion. 
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Let cp A be a bijection. Again, it can be extended to a morphism cp :X+ + A+ 
so that the pair (Xx; ker(cp)) is a presentation of A+, that is, A+ = (X; ker(cp))q. 
In the following we assume that C is an alphabet with at least two letters. This 
is no restriction for us, since clearly for all sets of words A, A CC+ for some such 
alphabet C. The assumption that C has at least two letters is used later to ensure that 
each finitely generated word semigroup X+ can be embedded into Ci. 
We say that two relations RI, R2 CX+ xX+ are equivalent in Ci, if for any morphism 
CX:X+ +,Z+, 
RI 2 ker(cc) H R2 & ker(cc). (2) 
Each pair (u, v) E X+ xX+ can be thought of as an equation u = v over the variables 
in X, and a relation R LX+ x X+ becomes then a system of equations over X. A 
solution of an equation u = v is a morphism CI :X’ 4 C+ such that E(U) = g(v). In 
this way two relations RI and R2 are equivalent if and only if they have exactly the 
same solutions as systems of equations. 
The following lemma shows that each finitely generated F-semigroup has a rational 
presentation, that is, a presentation (X; R), where R is a rational relation; cf. [2]. 
Lemma 2.1. Let A+ be an F-semigroup for a finite A C C+, and let cp :X --f A be a 
bijection. Then ker(cp) is a rational subset of X+ xX+. Moreover, one can eflectively 
find a finite equivalent subrelation of ker(cp). 
Proof. Now, ker(cp) = (p-‘(p, and hence ker(cp) is a rational relation. Indeed, the 
finite transducer T for ker(cp) accepts all double factorizations of a word w E X’, 
that is, T accepts (u,v) if and only if p(u) = q(v). Assume that T has q states. Let 
&(A) & ker(cp) be obtained from the computations of T of length at most 2q. It can 
be now shown using a combinatorial lemma on words that &(A) is a required finite 
equivalent subrelation. For more details of this, see e.g. [4]. 0 
The second claim of Lemma 2.1 is an effective special case of the Ehrenfeucht’s 
Compactness Property, for the proof of which we refer to [l] or [7]. This result states 
that for each R C_X+ x X+ there exists a finite subrelation Ro C R which is equivalent 
to R. Note, however, that the proof of Lemma 2.1 is self-contained, that is, the general 
compactness property is not needed in its proof. 
Note that Lemma 2.1 does not imply that (X;&(A)) is a presentation of A+. Indeed, 
the smallest congruence of X+ containing &(A) may be properly contained in ker(q), 
since by (2) Lemma 2.1 takes care only of those congruences that are generated by 
the morphisms a :X’ --) S into the free semigroups S = C+ instead of all semigroups 
as required in (1). 
We say that [X; R] is an F-presentation of A+ C C+, if 
(i) there is a bijection cp :X --f A such that R 2 ker(cp), and 
(ii) R is equivalent to ker(cp). 
A pair (u, v) E ker(cp) is called a relation in the F-presentation [X; R] of A+. 
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Actually, in view of (2), an F-presentation [X;R] of A+ uniquely determines A+ up 
to isomorphism, that is, modulo the presenting bijection cp :X -+ A. Thus, we can write 
A+ = [X;Rlq. 
The following result is now obvious. 
Lemma 2.2. Two F-semigroups have a common F-presentation [X; R] if and only if 
they are isomorphic. 
3. Comparison of F-presentations and ordinary presentations 
We shall give now a congruence characterization of F-presentations. It is a general 
algebraic property that congruences p of a semigroup S are exactly the kernels of 
the morphisms c(: S ---) P for semigroups P. We follow Dubreil [6] and say that a 
congruence p C S x S is a nuclear congruence, if it is the kernel of an endomorphism 
a:s-+s. 
Theorem 3.1. Let A+ = [X; R]q. Then ker(cp) is the smallest nuclear congruence of 
X+ that contains R. 
Proof. Let A 2 Zf . Now, if X has at least two elements, then there exists an embedding 
1: C+ + X+. In this case, rep :X+ + X+ is an endomorphism such that ker(cp) = 
ker(zcp), and, consequently, ker(cp) is a nuclear congruence of X+. On the other hand, 
if X = {x} contains only one element, then A+ is a free semigroup (generated by C&K)), 
and ker(rp) is the identity mapping, and thus a kernel of the identity endomorphism of 
X+. Therefore, ker(cp) is a nuclear congruence of X+. 
By the definition of an F-presentation, R 5 ker(cp). Further, if /I :Xf + X+ is an 
endomorphism with R C ker(/3), then, since ker(cp) is equivalent to R, ker(cp) C ker(& 
by (2). This proves the claim. 0 
Our next result states that we can always move from a presentation of an F-semigroup 
A+ to an F-presentation of A+. 
Lemma 3.2. Let S be a semigroup resented by (X; R). 
(1) If [X; R] is an F-presentation of the F-semigroup A+, then A+ is a morphic 
image of S. 
(2) If S is an F-semigroup, then S is isomorphic to Ai. 
Proof. Let S = (X; R) *, where II/ : X+ + S, and let A+ = [X; RIP, where rp :X+ + A+. 
Since R C ker(q), and ker(+) is the smallest congruence containing R, we obtain that 
ker(lC/) C ker(cp). By the homomorphism theorem of semigroups, see e.g. [lo], A+ is a 
morphic image of S. 
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If S is an F-semigroup then, by the definition of semigroup presentation, the congru- 
ence generated by R CX+ x X+ is a nuclear congruence and it is clearly the smallest 
such congruence. This yields the second statement. 0 
The converse of the above result does not hold. Indeed, there are rather simple F- 
semigroups, e.g. the semigroup {a,aba, baba, baub}+ from Markov [15], that have no 
finite presentations. However, by Lemma 2.1, all finitely generated F-semigroups do 
have finite F-presentations. By Lemma 2.1, we have also an effective solution of the 
synthesis problem which asks to find an F-presentation for a given finitely generated 
F-semigroup. 
Theorem 3.3. Each jinitely generated F-semigroup Ai 2 Ci has a finite F-pre- 
sentution that can be eflectively found. 
Example 3.4. Let Si = {ub,u, bu}+ and S, = {uuub,uu,abau}+ be two F-semigroups 
in {a, b}+. They have a common F-presentation [x, y,z;xy = yz]. Here X = {x, y,z}, 
and the corresponding bijections are given by the natural orders of the semigroups Si 
and &. 
There is a crucial difference between the semigroup presentations and the F-pre- 
sentations of F-semigroups. Indeed, given any alphabet X and a relation R C X+ x X+, 
there exists a semigroup with the presentation (X; R), but such a pair need not define 
an F-presentation. This is due to the fact that the nuclear congruences of X+ are not 
closed under intersection. We illustrate this situation in the following example. 
Example 3.5. (1) Consider X = {x, y} and R = {(xy, yx)}. It is clear that (X; R) is a 
presentation of a 2-generator free commutative semigroup. However, [X; R] is not an F- 
presentation of any F-semigroup. To see this, assume to the contrary that A+ = [X; R]q 
for some F-semigroup A+ C 27. Since now cp(~)cp(y)=cp(y)cp(x), it follows that there 
exists a primitive word w E C+ such that q(x) = wk and p(y) = wf for some k, t 2 1. 
However, now (x’, yk) is a relation of A+ in its F-presentation, that is, cp(x’) = cp(yk). 
But ker(cp) and {(xy, yx)} are not equivalent. 
(2) An even more striking example is the presentation (X; R) with X = {x} 
and R = {(x3,x)}. The semigroup with this presentation has just one generator a and 
it has two elements, a and u2. It is clear that no F-semigroup has the F-presentation 
W;Rl. 
4. Decidable problems 
Example 3.5 proposes a natural problem, namely the analysis problem: given a 
relation R C X+ x X+, determine an F-semigroup presented by [X; R], if it exists. For 
this problem we have only a partial solution even in the case, where R is finite. 
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Theorem 4.1. Given finite X and R CX+ x X+, finding an F-semigroup F-presented 
by [X; R] is recursively enumerable. 
To prove Theorem 4.1, we use an exhaustive search on the finite sets of words 
as generating sets of F-semigroups, and, then the next theorem implies the claim, 
since we can always check whether a given finitely generated F-semigroup A+ has the 
presentation [X; R] . 
Theorem 4.2. It is decidable whether or not a finitely generated F-semigroup A+ has 
a given presentation [X; R] for finite X and R CX+ x Xf. 
Proof. Assume cp :X + X is a bijection. Since both A and X are finite sets, there 
are only finitely many such bijections. The congruence ker(cp) is a rational relation 
by Lemma 2.1, and thus it is sufficient to show that the problem whether a rational 
relation K is equivalent to R is decidable. This problem reduces, again by Lemma 2.1, 
to checking whether two finite relations Kc and R are equivalent. The latter problem 
was shown to be decidable in [5] by using Makanin’s result, which states that one can 
effectively test whether an equation has a solution in a free semigroup. q 
The analysis problem for finite F-presententation is still open: 
Problem 1. For given finite X and R LX+ xX+ is it decidable whether or not [X; R] 
is an F-presentation of an F-semigroup? 
We shall now turn to one of the basic algebraic decision problems, namely the iso- 
morphism problem of F-semigroups. This problem asks whether two F-semigroups sat- 
isfy exactly the same relations in their F-presentations, and therefore due to Lemma 2.1, 
and the known fact that the equivalence problem for rational relations is undecidable 
(see [2]), the following result sounds surprising. 
Theorem 4.3. The isomorphism problem for finitely generated F-semigroups is decid- 
able. 
Proof. Let A+ and B+ be two F-semigroups. Here we may clearly suppose that A 
and B are the minimal generating sets for A+ and B+, respectively. If A and B have 
different cardinalities, then obviously A+ and B+ are not isomorphic. Assume then that 
X is an alphabet having the same cardinality as A and B. By Lemma 2.2, A+ and B+ 
are isomorphic if and only if they have a common F-presentation. This, in turn, holds if 
and only if there exist bijections cp :X + A and $ :X + B such that ker(q) = ker($). 
This latter condition is decidable, since we may construct finite equivalent subrelations 
KO C ker(cp) and PO G ker($) by Lemma 2.1, and then we have to check only that 
KO C ker($) (i.e., It/(u) = G(v) for all (u, v) E Ko) and PO C ker(cp) (i.e., q(u) = q(v) 
for all (24,~) E PO). 0 
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It is an open problem whether the previous result can be extended to F-semigroups 
generated by rational sets. 
it decidable whether or not two F-semigroups A+ and B+ generated 
by rational sets A and B are isomorphic? 
Note that it is undecidable for two given rational relations ri and 72 whether for all 
words u from their domain there exists a word u such that (u,v) E ri and (u,t’) E ~2, 
see [ 111. On the other hand, the freeness problem of F-semigroups is a special case of 
the isomorphism problem, and, as is well known, the freeness problem is not essentially 
more difficult to decide for rational generating sets than for finite ones; see [3]. 
An F-semigroup A+ is embeddable into an F-semigroup B+, if A+ is isomorphic 
to a subsemigroup of Bi. If an F-semigroup Bi 1s not periodic, that is, it does not 
consist of some powers of a word, then it contains a free semigroup generated by two 
elements, and, in this case, all F-semigroups A+ C: C+ with finite C are embeddable 
into B+. This gives us 
Theorem 4.4. It is decidable for given jinitely generated F-semigroups A+ and Bt 
whether Ai is embeddable in B+. 
5. Undecidability results 
In this section we prove two natural undecidable properties of F-semigroups. The 
first of these relates presentations and F-semigroups. 
Theorem 5.1. It is undecidable whether or not a finitely presented semigroup is an 
F-semigroup. 
Proof. This is a direct corollary to a result of Markov [14], which states that it is 
undecidable whether a finitely presented semigroup satisfies a property P such that 
(1) P is closed under isomorphisms, and taking subsemigroups; 
(2) there exists a finitely presented S that does not possess P; 
(3) there exists a finitely presented S that possesses P. 
Clearly, the property of being an F-semigroup satisfies the Markov conditions, and 
thus the claim follows. 0 
In contrast to the isomorphism problem of finitely generated F-semigroups, we have 
the following undecidability result. Here, for given A’ = [X; RI]‘+’ and B+ = [X; Rz]ti, 
we ask whether there exists a relation (u, v) of A+ and B+, with u # v, such that 
q(u) = q(v) and It/(u) = $(v), that is, whether there exists a nontrivial relation in the 
F-presentations of these F-semigroups. 
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Theorem 5.2. It is undecidable whether or not two given finitely generated F-semi- 
groups have a common nontrivial relation in their F-presentations. 
Proof. In order to prove the claim we show that it is undecidable whether for two 
morphisms cp, I,$ :Xf -+ Z+ there exist different words u and v such that (u, v) E 
ker(cp) and (u, v) E ker($). The claim follows then from this when we consider the 
F-semigroups generated by A = {q(a) 1 a E X} and B = {$(a) 1 a E X}, since here the 
mappings cp :X -t A and Ic/ :X 4 B can be assumed to be bijections. 
We reduce the Post Correspondence Problem for injective morphisms to this problem. 
It is known that this variant of PCP is undecidable; see [13], so that our result follows. 
For this, let y : A+ + Tf be an injective morphism, where without restriction we may 
assume that A n r = 8. Further, let 
C=TU{c,d,e} and Y=AUC. 
Define a morphism L by f(a) = da for all a E A. For each a E A, let 
X = Y u {a}, 
and define a new morphism ya :X+ + Zf as follows: 
1 
c.@(a) ifx=Z, 
Q(x) ifxE A, 
Y,(X) = xd if x = c or x E r, 
de if x = d, 
e if x = e. 
One obtains immediately that for all w E r+, 
dy,(w) = Qw)d. (3) 
Let (u, v) be a minimal pair, that is, assume that u and v are two different words 
of minimal lengths such that Y&U) = y&v). In particular, the first letters pref,(u) and 
pref i(v) of ZJ and v, respectively, are different. By symmetry, we may suppose that 
pref i(u) # c. First we prove that 
u E aA+d and v E cT+e. (4) 
By assumption, pref i(u) # pref i(v), and clearly, either pref t(u) = si and pref i (v) = c, 
or both pref,(u),pref,(v) E A. The latter case is easily shown to yield a contadic- 
tion, since if wi,w2 E A+ are any two words such that ya(wi) is a prefix of ya(w2), 
then (By,)-‘Y,(M) E dr+, and this would imply that u, v E A+ contradicting the 
injectivity of y. 
Suppose thus that pref,(u) = 8 and pref i(v) = c. We obtain now that (y=(c))-‘y&i-z) 
E (Td)+T, and hence v begins with a word vl, where v1 E CT+, and (ya(6))-1ya(vt) = 
d. Assume that we have already shown that u has a prefix Ui EZA+ and v has a prefix 
Vi E cTf such that (y~(ui))-‘y~(Vi) = d. NOW, u begins either with ui+i = uib for 
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some b E A, or with uid. In the latter case we are done: u = Uid and v = v,e. In the 
former case, (~&vi))-‘y&~i+i) E (Td)+T, and thus v begins with ui+i = viv’, where 
v’ E r+ is such that (y,(ui+i))-‘yQ( v,+i) = d. Thus, an induction argument shows that 
(4) holds. 
By (4), u = Ziwd and v = cw’e for some w E A+ and w’ E r+. Hence, 
y,(u) = c. ty(a) . fy(w) . de = c. /y(aw) . de, 
and, using (3) 
y,(u) = cd . y,(w’) . e = c. t(w’) de. 
Since y,(u) = y,(v), we obtain that w’ = y(aw), and, consequently, 
u = iiwd, v = c. y(aw) . e and ya(u) = c. dy(aw) de = Y,(V). (5) 
We apply now the above argumentation to two injective morphisms ~1, /3 : A’ + P. 
Suppose first that aw is a minimal solution to the PCP with the instance (~1, /?) for 
some letter a E A and word w E A+. Let cp = TV, and r+G = ,L& be defined as ya above. 
Denote u = Zwd and u = c. a(aw) . e (= c. /?(a~) . e). Now, 
q(u) = @wd) = c. tcc(aw) . de, 
and, using (3), 
q(v) = a,(ca(aw)e) = cd. cc,(a(aw)) . e = c fct(aw) de, 
and therefore q(u) = q(u). Similarly, 
$(u) = c. lg(aw) de = $(v), 
Therefore there exist u and v as required. 
On the other hand, assume q(u) = q(v) and I,+(U) = $(v) for some u # v. We first 
conclude that there exists such a pair (u, U) that is minimal for both cp and $. Indeed, if 
(u, v) is not minimal with respect to, say cp, then u = ~1~2 and v = vi ~2, where (~1, 01) 
is a minimal pair, and in particular, cp(ui) = cp(vi) and thus also cp(u2) = (P(Q). By 
(4), ~1 E iiA+d and vi E cT+e, and this implies immediately that also $(ui) = $(oi). 
Thus, we may assume that (u,v) is a minimal pair. 
Further, again by symmetry, we may assume that pref ,(u) = Z and pref ,(v) = c. 
Therefore, by (5), cp(u)=c.ta(aw).de=cp(v) and $(u)=c~t/?(aw)~de=Il/(v) for some 
w E A+. Now, by (4), v E cT+e, and the definitions of cp and $ show that q(v) = $(v). 
Hence, also x(aw) = /?(a~), proving that the instance (CI, B) has a solution. 0 
We emphasize that the proof of Theorem 5.2 relies essentially on the undecidability 
of PCP for injective morphisms. However, the problem itself is not an injective variant 
of a more general problem. 
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